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The projected image is not the correct size on the SMART Board interactive whiteboard, the projection is called Smartphone.
The color screen is a critical element of an interactive whiteboard. it is most convenient for students. Using the SMARTOFF 3D

projector, you can create spectacular presentations for conferences, excursions, study groups, etc. and broadcast them in 3D.
SMARTBOARD-3D visualizes objects and events in a large space. The SMARTboard screen can display an image of a 3D

object (photos, graphs, etc.). SMARTboards technology allows you to create sophisticated interactive presentations with music,
photos and videos. SMARTROC technology allows you to create video presentations with footage from digital or analog images
or photographs. This technology makes it possible to use high data rate videos for all types of presentations. The SMARTWIP

interactive whiteboard allows you to draw and model digitally on the SMARWIP screen. We supply "hard" interactive
whiteboards SMARTBAR 2.0 at a bargain price SMART board interactive whiteboard software We offer you to purchase

software for working with interactive whiteboards SMARTOFF 2.1. To work with SMART classroom 7.4, you can download
any software for FREE Application for Windows (for schools, universities, UDO) The application can run in a Windows

environment on any computer.Russian alphabet recognition (ISO 8859-1) Program 1C: Enterprise for Windows Instant on and
off Scanner for recognition of the Russian alphabet The dual-channel USB video output allows you to connect two image

sources to your computer at the same time. AV outputs have a maximum power of 500, 1000 or 12 V, each channel has its own
IP protection degree and voltage +5...+25 V. Work with digital sources of 3.5 mm and microphones is possible. The keyboard
has an improved set of keys, including number spaces and buttons for function keys. Scaling and cursor input. The absence of
false data entry allows you to change the display and image control modes with high accuracy and quickly. The "Back" button
can be used to return to the previous page. Display device together with a projector and TV broadcast, allows you to make a

video presentation
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